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Abstract

Crowd-powered systems leverage human intelligence to go
beyond the capabilities of automated systems, but also introduce privacy and security concerns because unknown people
must view the data that the system processes. While automated approaches cannot robustly filter private information
from these datasets, people have the ability to do so if the risk
from them viewing the data can be mitigated. We present a
crowd-powered approach to masking private content in data
by segmenting and distributing smaller segments to crowd
workers so that individual workers can identify potentially
private content without being able to fully view it themselves.
We introduce a novel pyramid workflow for segmentation that
uses segments at multiple levels of granularity to overcome
problems with fixed-sized approaches. We implement our approach in CrowdMask, a system that allows images with potentially sensitive content to be masked by appearing in progressively larger, more identifiable segments, and masking
portions of the image as soon as a risk is identified. Our experiments with 4134 Mechanical Turk workers show that CrowdMask can effectively mask private content from images without revealing sensitive content to constituent workers, while
still enabling future systems to use the filtered result.

Introduction
An increasing number of crowd-powered systems require
workers to interact with user-generated data, such as
audio recordings (Lasecki et al. 2012), personal photographs (Bigham et al. 2010; Merritt et al. 2017),
email (Kokkalis et al. 2013), documents (Bernstein et al.
2010), search queries (Bernstein et al. 2012), program
code (Chen et al. 2017) and handwritten text (Little and Sun
2011; Chen et al. 2012). These systems can accidentally expose information that users would like to remain private to
the workers powering the system, because similar information is required to complete the task. For instance, a blind
user of VizWiz (Bigham et al. 2010) may want the crowd
to identify the name of a prescription medicine from a photograph of the bottle. Because prescription labels typically
contain the patient’s name, the crowd can only provide an
answer without learning the user’s identity if the patient’s
name is obscured, but the medicine’s is not.
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Figure 1: Our crowed-powered content filtering pipeline.
Before users submit content that may contain sensitive data
to a third-party crowd-powered system, our multi-level filtering approach progressively shows larger segments of it
to successive workers, filtering out potentially sensitive content at each step. Sensitive data is hidden while minimizing
the risk that any one worker sees too much. The resulting
(masked) version of the content is then forwarded on to the
intended third-party task.
If sensitive content could be easily and robustly filtered
from larger user-generated datasets, such privacy threats
could be mitigated. Unfortunately, even the best automatic
approaches can fail because they require a rich understanding of the content and the ways that it might be used. For
example, an automated system may help a user filter their
account number from a picture of their bank statement by
masking all the numbers in the picture, but this approach
would make it impossible to then extract the customer service phone number from the picture.
In this paper, we introduce a pre-processing step in the
crowd pipeline: a crowd-powered system that uses human
intelligence to mask private information in user-generated
data (Figure 1). Using our system, people can provide natural language descriptions of what to filter (e.g. “hide any

